STARGARDT DISEASE: Beyond Flecks and Atrophy.
To identify changes in the outer retina in areas without atrophy or flecks of Stargardt disease (STGD) using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography. Twenty-three STGD patients and 26 control subjects were assessed for outer retina (from the outer border of Bruch membrane [BrM] to the inner border of the inner segment ellipsoid zone [EZ]), BrM-retinal pigment epithelium apex, the EZ thickness, and apical process interdigitation zone. Patients with STGD had increased BrM-EZ thickness in areas without apparent disease versus control subjects at 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, and 2,500 μm superior and 1,500 μm, 2,000 μm, and 2,500 μm inferior to the fovea (P < 0.05 to P < 0.001), greatest difference (3.4 μm) at 2,500 μm superiorly. The BrM-retinal pigment epithelium segment showed larger fractional contribution of 0.48 to 0.51 to the overall BrM-EZ thickness compared with 0.35 to 0.42 in control subjects. The thickness of EZ and the interspace between the retinal pigment epithelium apex and EZ were smaller in the STGD patients (P < 0.05 to P < 0.001). Patients with STGD displayed an interrupted interdigitation zone in 16 (84.2%) of 19 eyes versus 6 (23.1%) of 26 eyes of the control subjects (P < 0.001). The BrM-EZ segment of the outer retina of STGD patients lacked the typical normal trilaminar pattern. Subtle changes are present within the BrM-EZ segment of the outer retina of STGD patients in areas that are devoid of atrophy and flecks. These findings suggest that pathologic changes in STGD are more widespread than that seen by clinical examination.